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Swami:  Hi my Dear Divine Souls. This is your Swami. From the 
whole world wide, my message to you guys, what you got in the 
conference call two days back many people got confused. I’ll dictate 
the letter and put it on the website. Right now the Internet system is 
not working, and working in a proper way the whole system in 
Penukonda, that Internet system is not working properly. Now we 
fixed the Internet.  

Of course you might got confused with your Swami’s voice. I’m 
under medication with ‘catched cold’ and throat infection. My voice 
is a little…you might get confused. (Swami laughs) It’s a funny. 
Please, right now we fixed the Internet system and in a couple hours 
a beautiful letter, what I’m going to say, and what I said it, and you 
can read it, and you can help the Shiva Sai Mandir, and India, and 
our mission…is the main, important content.  

And Satya Sai Baba, and these, all these crazy characters, some other 
people unnecessarily I think they are creating the headaches because 
it involved… a lot of political games is playing on our ashram. So, 
please my dear brothers and sisters please take care whatever you 
can, and after you read my letter, and you’ll see…and follow your 



heart too. If you want to help it, do it, and if you don’t want, it’s fine.  
But try to follow the heart, your heart, and protect the truth.  

Your Swami is having a little throat problem. Of course the 
Constanze and the Clint, they know it, and I’m under medication 
with the throat because of writing the book. You can even ask the 
ashram people how many hours is non-stop I’m keep dictating, and 
keep talking, talking, talking… My voice is getting tired, and is got a 
little infection, ‘catched cold.’ Because of it is hot and humidation 
here in India – 43 degrees centigrade temperature. It’s a very hot.  But 
that’s ok, and don’t misunderstand, please, sometimes the website 
keeps going down and up, and up and down. Just read it, and the 
letter I’m going to send to you guys in a one or two hours, then you 
can look at it.  

And I’m heartfully thanking you, all your love and affection…all 
your great service in the globe. Try to protect each other’s and try to 
make the truth to be alive, and let the truth come out in the reality, in 
a beautiful way…to receive each individual person, it’s most 
important to our mission.  

So, my Dear Divine Souls, have a look on the letter and go to the 
website, and look at it. Thank you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Swami  


